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As another year comes to an end we’re getting super
charged for 2020. We are proud to be the only marketing
agency in the UK to partner with BoB Group, who are
internationally renowned experts in the Business of
Brand, and in this issue we get the whole team involved
in one of their amazing exercises for a continuous
refresh for our Focus7 brand. We’re giving you the
opportunity to do the same with your brand through
following the exercise inside, and with an invitation
to our exclusive Brand DNA BoB School. BoB predicts
that there will be a huge wave of global growth for us

all to take advantage of by 2031, so there’s no time like
today to get ready for tomorrow. We’re also sharing
insights on diversity and inclusion from our own IoD
National Director of the Year Leona Barr-Jones, as
well as revealing our business heroes.
I’d like to thank you all for letting us be part of your
pathway to growth and success, and send you our
warm festive wishes on behalf of all of us at Focus7.
Vida Barr-Jones
Chief Executive Officer
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share some her thoughts on Inclusive leadership with us:
“After spending over 20 years working on equality,
diversity and inclusion in both the Army and in business,
it is truly an honour to be named national Director of the
Year for Inclusivity by such a prestigious organisation as
the IoD.
My Nan used to say, “Always be true to yourself” and she
was absolutely right. Start by bringing your authentic self
to work and strive to be an authentic leader, proved to be
the best business and leadership advice I have ever had.
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The finalists were chosen from the hundreds
of directors who were nominated across nine
different categories from across the UK, so winning
this coveted award was no mean feat. The expert
judging panel convened to decide the overall
winners, which were announced at the awards
ceremony on Friday 18th October 2019 at the
stunning venue, The Brewery, London.
The legendary Sir Trevor McDonald OBE hosted
the ceremony alongside the wonderful Roger Tilling,
best known as The Voice of University Challenge.
Leona was really delighted to be able to meet
and chat to such an icon as Sir Trev.
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IoD Director General Jonathan Geldart said:
‘“I would like to congratulate all of our Award winners,
each of whom have shown dedication, ingenuity,
and leadership, inspiring those around them. Better
directors make for better businesses, which is to the
benefit of the economy and society as a whole. The
judges had a tough job on their hands picking the first
among equals, with all of our finalists standing as
beacons of excellence from every corner of the UK.”
As IoD East’s Ambassador for Diversity and Inclusion
and the Armed Forces, Leona works with so many
leading organisations and businesses on their
leadership, diversity and inclusion, we asked her to

In addition to being an authentic leader and true to
yourself, always strive to be an inclusive leader. Inclusive
Leaders listen before they lead, they build diverse teams,
with diversity of thought and ensure that everyone feels
listened to, respected and valued. Say thank you and
celebrate success at every opportunity.

”Diverse teams perform better,
improve engagement and are
recruitment and retention
positive.”

area of responsibility. Build a highly effective innovative
and diverse team. Look after your team and they will look
after your customers and stakeholders.

“Inclusive leadership enhances
trust, improves cohesion and
maximises team performance.“
I am often asked what’s the secret to building a strong
and diverse team. I would say, set down your values
and standards and give clear direction. Then build
your team based on your values. Have values-based
and competency-based interviews and if people are in
breach of those values then they are not right for your
team. Collaborate with all members of the team and
share your vision with them.
One of my biggest goals is to reach more people
in business and in organisations talking about the
importance of good leadership and building Diverse
Teams and Inclusive Leadership. “

I like to foster a collaborative leadership style, be
consultative and then take everyone with me for any
change. I strive to give clear direction and then hold
my teams accountable to deliver. As an Army Officer I
prefer a Mission Command style, where I will tell you my
end state and the outcome I wish to achieve, but I won’t
tell you how to deliver that outcome. There is no micromanaging unless you ask for help. What I will do is build
coaching and mentoring to support decision making and
delivery at all levels.
My advice to new leaders would be to ensure you spend
time working “on the business and not in the business”.
This is relevant whether you have founded a startup
or you are a new department head. Look to improve
process and procedures and efficiencies within your

Leona Barr-Jones
Chief Operating Officer

If you would like Leona to come and speak to you or your teams
about leadership, diversity and inclusion in your organisation, then
drop her an email at leona@focus7int.com
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If you get branding right, it has the power to create
the relationships to push an organisation forward,
take advantage of every opportunity and prepare your
‘today’ business for tomorrow. If your branding says
one thing and your internal and external stakeholders
think you do something else, well, you’ll be spending
a lot of time scratching your head wondering what’s
going on as the opportunities pass you by.

SO IS YOUR BRAND REALLY
WORKING FOR YOU?
We’ve partnered with experts in the Business
of Brand, BoB, to enhance our expertise and
strategic offering. We are entering a really
exciting era – full of innovation – and the
level of growth that will come with it is
unprecedented.
As many of us are getting our plans
ready to take on 2020, it’s a
good time for a bit of selfreflection.

SO DO YOU FANCY PUTTING YOUR
BRAND TO THE TEST LIKE WE DID?
Introducing the BoB ladder exercise.
This is a great way to define who you really are. Through
following the prompts, you will identify your business’s
hidden assets, which will help your internal and
external communications, while also giving structure
to your push-pull messages, so that everyone is clear
on what your main products/services are and why
they are so great, as well as identify and define your
business’s competitive edge.

in partnership
with

Here at Focus7 we jumped on the BoB ladder as well, ensuring that every person – not just the directors and senior
staff – was given the opportunity to define who we are, how we can make the most of our unique brand personality,
and where we have opportunities to grow in the future.

HERE’S WHAT WE CAME UP WITH:

WHO

PURPOSE

ASSET

JOURNEY

The Pathway to Growth

Brand-led business growth
Because #BrandMeansBusiness
The ability to find the heart of a business and make it beat
faster through our brand-led strategic approach

DEFINE | IGNITE | GROW
#DIG

PRODUCT
FEATURES

Win Customers; Grow Business

PRODUCTS

Brand Strategy, Creative & Digital Marketing

THE BRIDGE

Tell Stories; Create Leads;

This is how we’ve completed the ladder exercise,
why not give it a go yourself on the next page?
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Follow the prompts below and fill in the boxes to find your unique attributes,
and give a solid reference point for the whole team to work from.

Struggling with this exercise? Our experts will guide you through it and many more useful
diagnostic exercises at our Brand DNA School on 5th & 6th Feb.
Please turnover for more details.

GROWTH AND BRAND
WORK HAND IN HAND
Are your team united pioneers of your brand? Why not put it to the test – the
results just might surprise you, and give you that extra boost to take on the
next wave of growth.
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This is a big question and it’s one that we love getting to the heart
of – because to us, brand truly means business.
Our two day workshop will enable you to create real growth
in your business. We’re proud to be the first and only agency
in Hertfordshire to be licensed to deliver world-class BoB
workshops.
So think of this as your exclusive invitation to take on real change
– after all, true growth impacts all aspects of your business. Are
you hungry for a new mindset?
Join us at BoB School and identify your unique hidden assets,
build a growth plan to take your ‘today’ business to tomorrow’s
market, and become a leader in the wave of innovation.
Join us 5th and 6th February 2020.
Central Hertfordshire location

Share our excitement in delivering this workshop to you, and take you on a journey to getting to the heart of your
brand’s DNA – our 2019 taster masterclasses have all been sold out - so book your place now for 2020
on 01462 262364 or email admin@focus7int.com
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Whether they’re pioneers of their field, able to turn organisations from shareholder
slump to success, all about combining business with philanthropy, or a boss with a big
personality, everyone has a business hero that they look up to. So who makes the Focus7
team tick?

OPRAH WINFREY
Business Hero of
Vida Barr-Jones,
CEO & Leona BarrJones, COO
VIDA:
“She overcame
adversity to
become a
benefactor to
others whilst successfully building a media empire.
Although she’s a billionaire with a long list of business
accomplishments and awards, Oprah told Fortune
Magazine, “I don’t think of myself as a businesswoman”.
Her two drivers have been to live a great life for
herself and make a difference in the world and the
very essence of her personal brand has helped her
to do just that! Proof that personal branding is about
authentically bringing what is exceptional to you and
applying it, allowing you to bring value to both the
business and yourself, as you live your personal brand
every day.”
LEONA:
”Oprah Winfrey, as Chairman Harpo, Inc., is the first
African-American woman to become a billionaire. She
overcame her own trials and tribulations stemming
from child abuse, began her broadcasting career at
seventeen, and in 1984 had huge success when she
turned around the failing “AM Chicago” show. A year
later it was renamed “The Oprah Winfrey Show” and a
year after that it became the highest-rated talk show
in TV history. Oprah’s business and career success
can be attributed to her passion for helping others.
Everything that Oprah does and says is values based,
authentic and inclusive leadership.”

SIR ALEX FERGUSON
Business Hero of David
Langdown, CMO
“My choice was not business leader
in the conventional sense, but was
the outstanding leader and manager of his generation.
Through the success that he brought he transformed a
run of the mill organisation into leaders in the UK and
Europe, developing a worldwide brand and driving huge
value growth in the organisation that he managed. I
am talking about Sir Alex Ferguson and Manchester
United.
Sir Alex achieved incredible success, 49 major trophies
in 38 years as a manager, and at Manchester United, an
incredible 13 Premier League titles as well as European
and World Club titles. While most managers generally
survive no more than 3 years, Sir Alex ruled the roost
at Old Trafford for a quarter of a century. He was able
to do this only by delivering extraordinary, consistent
excellence and success.”

“He transformed a run
of the mill organisation
into leaders in the UK
and Europe, developing
a worldwide brand and
driving huge value growth
in the organisation that he
managed.”
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VIDA BARR-JONES

JIM CARREY

ADELE

Business Hero of
Milda Rowlinson,
Head of Creative
& Bridget
Webb, Head of
Operations

Business Hero of Char Bryce,
Account Executive

Business Hero of Charlotte
Stevens, Finance Assistant

MILDA:
“Vida Barr-Jones
(here we go, my
eternal love for you Vida has been officially declared!).
Vida has a wealth of experience in managing both
internal staff, and navigating complex client work. She
is a master negotiator, not shying away from difficult
conversations. When Vida is on the case, everyone can
be assured she will give 110% commitment, fairness
and transparency to any situation she is dealing with.
It’s been a privilege to have Vida as my boss for the
4th year now, observe her ways of working and being
coached by a true master in her field.”
BRIDGET:

”I completely admire the way
she can get to the heart of
someone’s business so quickly. I
wish I could apply the same, but
she’s in a different league!”
LEWIS HAMILTON
Business Hero of Fay Monk,
Executive Assistant
“I love Formula1, and admire Lewis
Hamilton for taking five world titles
and heading towards his sixth. He appears honest,
loyal and generally a good guy, someone who believes
his family is the most important thing to him. These
are values I believe in, too. His story is inspiring.
Lewis Hamilton comes from a humble background in
Stevenage, and became the youngest ever Formula 1
Champion. He is a fiercely competitive but a fair racer
and I believe is now one of the best drivers of all time.”
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“As a kid, his father lost his job
which flung their family into a spiral,
living in a van. Being the dedicated little kid he was
and still is, he threw himself into comedy and despite
being knocked back in his first performance, he was
determined to continue and be the best he could.
Quitting school to focus on his passion was bold, writing
himself a cheque for $10,000,000 dated 1995, believing
he would one day have the chance to cash it;. Have I
applied any of Jim Carrey’s theories/attitudes in my
area of practise? Yes! Never give up, he’s proof of that.
No matter what happens in your career, or your life,
never give up on what you believe.”

“Never explain,
always identify”

“I don’t really have a ‘business hero’
but I would say a personality hero for
me is Adele.
She is someone who has come from a humble
background, with such a relatable past and personality,
and as her fame has grown, still kept that same quality.
I believe Adele’s worked hard to get where she is today,
and she is recently a single mother which can be one
of the hardest things to do. For her to manage to keep
her dignity and still work hard through it - I believe it’s
something to admire. She is an inspiration!”

“You cannot
learn to be an
entrepreneur by
reading a book.
You can only find
out by giving it a
try”

SIR ALAN SUGAR
Business Hero
of Victoria
Hambly, Account
Director & Kyle
Hunter, Business
Automation
Executive
VICTORIA:
“My business
hero is Sir Alan Sugar, a UK based entrepreneur. He
is a billionaire who started from humble beginnings,
selling ariels in Hackney. He founded a consumer
electronics company called Amstrad. He is a business
magnate, media personality starring as the boss on the
Apprentice UK, and political advisor. Have I applied any
of his theories or attitudes in my area of practise? Yes,
work hard! I love his quote: “You cannot learn to be an
entrepreneur by reading a book. You can only find out
by giving it a try”
KYLE:
“My business hero is Sir Alan Sugar, because of how he
started and where he is now. He started from selling
sweets and drinks at his school at 15-16 to then owning
his own electrical company at 21, and now he is worth
£1.15 billion pounds! It’s impressive he did everything
by himself at such a young age and didn’t let anything
get in the way. I find this ‘underdog story’ inspiring. Sir
Alan Sugar didn’t get anything given to him early, he did
everything his own way, stuck to his ways, and became
what he is today. “

BEN BURNS
Business Hero of
Sarah Abrehart,
Senior Designer
& Kane Ritchie,
Graphic Designer
SARAH & KANE:
“Our business
hero is Ben Burns,
the Digital Director at BLIND (a brand strategy design
consultancy based in Santa Monica, California). We’re
fangirls/boys of ‘The Futur’ YouTube channel where Ben
and the team share their knowledge and experience
of everything from branding to pricing. Although Ben’s
background is not exclusively in design - he’s both a
veteran of the Army National Guard and Ex-Narcotics
Agent - now he spends his days leading a team of
designers, writers, and technologists whilst grappling
with perfectionist Chris Do, founder and CEO of BLIND
(another hero of ours). Ben’s extremely relatable and
honest approach to design has taught us so much
about how to present ideas, engage clients and explain
otherwise complex concepts with simple language.
Ben simply states ‘Never explain, always identify’ .
We highly recommend giving Ben’s ‘Building a Brand’
series a watch if you’re interested in seeing what goes
on behind the iron curtain of a brand agency. You also
get to learn a lot about beer ;) ”
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From influencers to online ads, TV to good ol’ print, it can feel like you’re surrounded with ways for people to
discover and interact with your brand.
So which channel is best to invest your time and money? Well, that depends on your audience...
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01462 262364
hello@focus7int.com
www.focus7.co.uk

South Office:
Fairclough Hall | Halls Green |
Hertfordshire | SG4 7DP

North Office:
Community House | Portholme Road |
North Yorkshire | Y08 4QQ

